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The water sector has experienced increased penetration of information technology in network management practices in

the past few years. Most countries in the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region have taken key steps to build new treatment capacity,

reduce water losses, improve revenue collection, deploy advanced technologies and rehabilitate old pipelines. 

Quite a few water utilities have launched projects deploying advanced flow and pressure management systems, leak

detection devices and asset management systems. Supervisory control and data acquisition systems, geographic

information systems, satellite surveillance and remote sensors, etc. are also being deployed across the APAC region to

monitor consumption levels, as well as distribution and treatment systems. 

There is increased emphasis on building smart water supply infrastructure with uninterrupted water supply, centralised

operation and control, and recycling and reuse of wastewater. Smart water meter deployment has also increased

significantly as an effective means of cutting down non-revenue water (NRW).

Countries such as Singapore, the Philippines, Malaysia, Japan, Australia, India and Sri Lanka have engaged private

entities to improve water supply management. This has resulted in some noteworthy improvements in operational

performance, such as a reduction in water losses, expansion of the customer base, and improvement in billing and

revenue collection mechanisms.

Going forward, as most governments across the APAC region strive to improve infrastructure facilities in order to meet

the increasing demand for water, better technologies and processes are likely to be developed. The process of adding

capacity and improving efficiency through the adoption of new technology and best practices has to be accelerated.

Moreover, a pragmatic approach is necessary for rationalising user charges. Greater private sector participation in the

O&M of assets will be fundamental. There also needs to be greater emphasis on recycling wastewater.

The mmission oof tthis cconference iis tto eexamine tthe sstate oof wwater nnetwork mmanagement iin tthe AAPAC rregion, wwith aa ffocus oon

strategies aand ssolutions ffor mminimising NNRW aand iimproving sservice ddelivery. TThe cconference wwill aalso ddiscuss nnoteworthy

initiatives/best ppractices, hhighlight uupcoming oopportunities, aand sshowcase tthe llatest ttechnologies.

MISSION

TTAARRGGEETT AAUUDDIIEENNCCEE
The cconference iis eexpected tto ddraw pparticipation ffrom eexecutives, mmanagers aand ddecision-mmakers ffrom:

Water uutilities Water mmeter mmanufacturers

Bulk wwater ssuppliers Pipeline cconstruction ffirms

Water nnetwork ooperators O&M sservice pproviders

Urban pplanning && ddevelopment aagencies Leak ddetection aagencies

Policymakers Consulting ffirms

EPC ccontractors Financial IInstitutions

Technology pproviders Multilateral aagencies

Measurement, ccontrol aand ttesting eequipment mmanufacturers Steel aand sstainless-ssteel mmanufacturers

Instrumentation aand mmonitoring ssolution pproviders Etc.
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AGENDA (Tentative)
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EMERGING TTRENDS, KKEY DDEVELOPMENTS AAND FFUTURE OOUTLOOK

What are the recent trends and developments in water network

management in the APAC region?

What are the new and advanced technologies being adopted for efficient

water network management?

What are some of the noteworthy initiatives and best practices in this space?

What are the emerging opportunities and the future outlook?

WATER UUTILITIES’PERSPECTIVE: KKEY IINITIATIVES, FFUTURE PPLANS AAND

OPPORTUNITIES

What are the specific initiatives being taken for water network management?

What are the operational constraints faced by water utilities? How are they

being addressed?

What are the new technologies and digital solutions being deployed? 

What are the future plans and strategies for improving water network

management? What are the upcoming opportunities?

FOCUS OON 224X7 WWATER SSUPPLY: EEXPERIENCE, KKEY LLEARNINGS AAND

UPCOMING OOPPORTUNITIES

What are some of the noteworthy 24x7 water supply projects in the APAC

region? What has been the implementation experience and what are the

key challenges? 

What are the new and advanced technologies being deployed in this space?

What are the future plans and opportunities?

PRIVATE SSECTOR PPARTICIPATION: EEXPERIENCE SSO FFAR AAND FFUTURE

POTENTIAL

What has been the private sector experience in water network management?

What are some of the successful PPP projects? What have been the key

learnings and the experience so far?

What are the key risks and challenges? What are the new opportunities

and prospects for private players?

O&M AAND AASSET MMANAGEMENT PPRACTICES

What are the current O&M and asset management practices of key water

utilities? What has been the experience so far?

What are the new and emerging asset management-related technologies

(artificial intelligence, blockchain, robotics, IoT, big data, etc.)?

What are the future plans and requirements? What are the specific issues

and challenges?

NRW RREDUCTION AAND RREVENUE MMANAGEMENT SSYSTEMS

What are the key strategies and measures being adopted for NRW

reduction? What are the benefits of deploying a revenue management

system?

What have been the learnings and experience so far in the adoption of

such systems?

Are water utilities fully exploiting and using the data captured by these

systems? What are the key issues and challenges?

MANAGING WWATER PPIPELINE IINFRASTRUCTURE

What is the current state of the water pipeline infrastructure in the APAC

region?

What are some of the noteworthy initiatives/projects being taken up for

pipeline replacement and rehabilitation?

What are the new technologies/solutions available for monitoring

pipelines? What is the impact of these solutions on asset reliability, failure

and maintenance?

RECYCLE AAND RREUSE IINITIATIVES AAND BBEST PPRACTICES 

What are the current practices for recycling and reusing wastewater in the

APAC region?

What are some of the noteworthy initiatives in this area? What are the

smart solutions and technologies available for wastewater recycling?

What are the upcoming projects and opportunities?

What are the key issues and challenges?

TECHNOLOGY SSHOWCASE

LEAKAGE DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES

SMART METERING AND BILLING SOLUTIONS

ROLE OF AUTOMATION IN REMOTE MONITORING

WATER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES

- What are some of the noteworthy initiatives/practices in this space? What

has been the implementation experience?

- What are the new and advanced technologies being offered by vendors in

this space?

- What is the future potential? What are the issues and challenges being

faced?



AABBOOUUTT TTHHEE OORRGGAANNIIZZEERRSS

The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing, the leading provider of information on the

infrastructure sectors.

The company publishes Southeast AAsia IInfrastructure and Indian IInfrastructure.

Southeast AAsia IInfrastructure magazine (www.southeastasiainfra.com) is a leading source of information on infrastructure

development in Southeast Asia. It tracks key developments, analyses emerging trends, features industry players’

perspectives, highlights key initiatives and profiles exemplary projects.

Indian IInfrastructure magazine (https://indiainfrastructure.com) is targeted at the top decision-makers and financial

managers in the infrastructure sectors. The sectors covered include power, telecom, roads and bridges, construction, oil

and gas, ports and shipping, aviation, railways, urban infrastructure and infrastructure finance. The magazine provides news,

information and analyses of the latest developments related to policy, projects and investments in these sectors in India. It

is published monthly.

PPRREEVVIIOOUUSS PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAANNTTSS

The organisations that have participated in our previous conferences on “Water NNetwork MManagement” include: Afcons,

AIUT TTechnologies, AAquatech, AAuma, BBWSSB, BBank oof AAmerica, BBASF, BBentley SSystems, BBlack && VVeatch, BBosch, BBreivoll-

Inspection TTechnologies, CCDD, CCPWD, CCentral GGround WWater BBoard, CCRI PPumps, CCRISIL, CCWC, DDJB, DDHI, DDTK HHydronet,

Electrosteel CCastings, EEPTISA, EEVIO, FFair FFlow, FForbes MMarshall, GGannon DDunkerley, GGE WWater, GGKW CConsult GGmbH,

Grundfos PPumps, HHeuristech LLabs, HHitachi, HHPD CConsultants, IItron, JJain IIrrigation, KKamstrup, KKishor PPumps, KKohler, KKSB

Pumps, LL&T CConstruction, LL&T VValves,  MMaski, MMcElroy, NNagpur SSmart CCity, NNational IInstitute oof UUrban AAffairs, NNational

Mission ffor CClean GGanga, NNCC, NNDMC, NNJS, NNPCC, SSolutions, RRex PPolyextrusion, RRoyal DDanish EEmbassy, RRoyal HHaskoning

DHV, SSchwing SStetter, SSecure MMeters, SSensus,Smart EEnergy WWater, SSMEC, SSMS EEnvocare, SSPML IInfra, SSTUP CConsultants,

Swach EEnvironment, TTata CCommunications, TTCE, UUK TTrade && IInvestment, UUnicon ZZSK, UUniper TTechnologies, VVA TTech

Wabag, VVAG-VValves, VVEGA, VVishvaraj IInfrastructure, VVoltas, WWeir MMinerals, WWILO MMather && PPlatt PPumps, WWipro WWater, WWorld

Bank, XXylem AAnalytics SSouth AAsia, ZZENNER AAquamet, etc.

www.indiainf rast ructure.com



Contact: MMansi TTaneja, CConference CCell, IIndia IInfrastructure PPublishing PPvt. LLtd.
B-117, QQutab IInstitutional AArea, NNew DDelhi 1110016

Tel: ++91-99910032924 || EE-mmail: mmansi.taneja@southeastasiainfra.com

Registration Fee

Price bbefore AApril 66, 22021 Standard pprice

1 LLogins USD 1188 USD 2250

2-33 LLogins USD 3300 USD 4400

4-55 LLogins USD 4413 USD 5550

6-99 LLogins USD 5525 USD 7700

10-220 LLogins USD 6638 USD 8850

There iis aa 225 pper ccent ddiscount bbefore AApril 66, 22021.

Registration wwill bbe cconfirmed oon rreceipt oof tthe ppayment. 
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Please ssend wwire ttransfer ppayments tto:
Beneficiary India Infrastructure Publishing Private Limited 
Bank Name The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd
Bank Address R-47, Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi-110048, India

Bank Account No. 094179587002
Swift Code HSBCINBB
IFSC Code HSBC0110006
GSTIN 07AAACI5880R1ZV

Sponsorship 
opportunities are 

available

Virtual Conference on

WATER NETWORK MANAGEMENT APAC
Experience, BBest PPractices, NNew TTechnologies && FFuture SStrategies

April 29-30, 2021

Payment PPolicy: 

Full payment must be received prior to the conference. 

Payments for “early bird” registrations should come in before the last date of discount. Discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer.

Conference fees cannot be substituted for any other product or service being extended by India Infrastructure Publishing Pvt. Ltd.


